MARATHON POWER
Your Source for Premium Uninterruptible Power

Custom Solutions
Niche Markets
Exemplary Service
Unique Products

HEALTHCARE & MEDICAL
Customizable Uninterruptible Power Systems

Power Protection you can trust for sensitive Healthcare & Medical applications.

Find your local and international rep or distributor on marathon-power.com

WE GO THE DISTANCE FOR YOU
Why a Medical UPS?

Hospitals and healthcare facilities have a broad array of applications that require excellent power quality. Healthcare & medical applications are critical and most require a customized unique UPS to meet the needs of the application. Marathon Power’s Medical UPS systems are optimized to ensure this sensitive equipment is suitably protected.

Unique Features & Benefits

- Numerous Connectivity (Input/Output) Options
- Custom Firmware
- Mechanical Repackaging
- Emergency Power Off
- Various Remote Power ON/OFF Options
- Batteryless AVR Option
- Multi-function, interactive control panels
- Low distortion true sine-wave output
- High Efficiency (HE) & Free-run modes
- Compatible with either L-N or L-L power sources

Applications

- Imaging Devices
- Laboratory Equipment
- Sterilization Equipment
- Test & Measurement
- Pharmaceutical
- Safety and Security
- Information Technology

NOTE: Some medical applications require certain safety listings for their equipment. Please contact Marathon Power to discuss your specific electrical requirements and ensure the proper product selection.

Unique Products

Supercap UPS 1000VA to 3000VA

The Supercapacitor UPS is maintenance-free, green technology with an exceptionally long life, a wide operating temperature range and fast recharge times. Using electrostatic, not electrochemical energy storage, it is designed to provide sufficient run-time for short outages or to deliver bridge power during generator startup.
Marathon Power Medical UPS’s offer both Line Interactive and Double Conversion technology. Our UPS’s are extremely versatile, fully customizable and programmable. Marathon Power has been the trusted UPS of choice for several major companies in the healthcare and medical industry since 2005.

Standard & High Power
Vault Series 700VA to 12000VA

True on-line, double-conversion technology with the option of standard 0.7 or 0.9 output power factor. Designed for the most critical and sensitive medical applications where the best level of power protection is required.

Customizable

All of our systems are highly flexible in design which allows for numerous electrical, mechanical and physical configurations.

Ruggedized
Vault & Track 650VA to 2000VA

Our Ruggedized UPS’s are ideal for medical applications where wide temperature ranges and uncontrolled environments exist.

For unit specifications, backup times and battery options please see individual products sheets or go to marathon-power.com.
The Marathon Power Advantage

Marathon Power offers a wide range of Line Interactive and Double Conversion Battery Backup systems. We specialize in unique models and custom solutions for niche markets.

All of our products are made to ISO 9001 certified standards and the result is a stable, total quality oriented supplier capable of meeting the specific needs of our customers.
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